THE DEVONSHIRE ARMS
HOTEL AND SPA

01756 718 155 | thedevonshirearms.co.uk
The Devonshire Arms Hotel and Spa at Bolton
Abbey combines panoramic beauty with style and
traditional elegance. This landmark venue offers
pretty English gardens, full of abundant plants and
flowers, as well as an Italianate-style knot garden.
The venue itself is a handsome Georgian property
crafted from Yorkshire stone. Once a coaching
inn owned by several dukes of Devonshire, it’s
been sympathetically extended. Inside, it has
a homely yet classic feel, with fine art, period
features and contemporary design.
Ceremonies take place in a range of locations
for 12 to 90 guests, from the oak-panelled
Cavendish Room, which holds 90 friends and
family, to the cosy and atmospheric Clifford
Room, holding 30 people. Receptions are held for
up to 130 loved ones.
Couples are offered a free menu tasting, bridal
suite and midweek first-anniversary stay. They
can also enjoy a 25 per cent discount on spa
treatments and afternoon tea the day before
their wedding.
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GISBOROUGH HALL

01287 611 500 | gisborough-hall.com
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Set against a backdrop of Guisborough Forest
and the Cleveland Hills, this English country
house provides a magical setting year-round.
Blossom trees create natural confetti in spring,
roses are in full bloom come summer, red ivy
climbs the walls in autumn, and cosy log fires
are lit during winter. The rose gardens and
terrace provide gorgeous al fresco spaces for
a drinks reception, while the rose arch and
listed beech tree provide picture-perfect spots.
Inside, the four-star hotel combines
modern-day luxury with traditional features.
Ceremonies and receptions are held in three
areas. The Madoc Suite hosts up to 220
attendees; with its sweeping staircase and
twinkling chandeliers it’s full of ballroom
elegance. The Conservatory overlooks the
grounds and Cleveland Hills and creates
the feeling of bringing the outside in. The
Longhull Room is a more intimate space for
up to 36 invitees to enjoy its picturesque
views, stunning portraits and feature fireplace.
The happy couple will be treated to a
four-poster bedroom for their first night
as newlyweds.
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